Diva® Full-Stage Acoustical Shell

A beautiful, custom-built centerpiece with the perfect blend of engineering, aesthetics and functionality.
Wenger has the complete solution.

For years, the Diva® has been the gold standard in acoustical shells for professional venues. Diva is known not just for its amazing acoustic qualities and how its design complements any facility, but also because its components are carefully engineered to last for years and years.

Diva is ideal for medium to large theatres and is offered in the broadest array of finish options and customization. In fact, our carefully orchestrated process of selecting the perfect veneer and style to complement your venue is as much an art as it is a science. No other company has the capability, knowledge and industry experience to help you design, plan, and deliver such an effective and beautiful acoustical shell.

FEATURES

- Available finishes include: paint, high-pressure laminate, highest-grade wood veneer, and custom veneer options
- Custom-designed to satisfy your most stringent aesthetic and acoustic requirements
- Handcrafted composite panel construction
- Integrated lighting options available
- Lightweight construction with an industry-first all-aluminum frame
- Lower wing sections open creating access doors
- Built-in leveling pads
- Counter-weighted base for superior stability
- Towers nest compactly when not in use
- Towers are positioned using an air mover or wheeled mover

Mahaffey Theater, St. Petersburg, Florida

Handcrafted and finished in a variety of wood veneer, paint or laminate finishes.

Diva’s Air Transporter moves towers on a cushion of air.
Maestro® Full-Stage Acoustical Shell
A cost-effective solution to improve the acoustics and aesthetics of your performance space.
Wenger has the complete solution.

Maestro® lives up to its name, delivering impressive full-stage acoustics, while creating live entertainment environments for performances.

Its ideal for small to mid-sized venues who have a smaller budget and don’t require the customization and added features of a Diva® Shell.

Maestro is easy to set up and provides venues with flexibility to easily reconfigure their shell to accommodate groups of varying sizes. Maestro ceiling panels complete the shell aesthetic, provide critical acoustic elements and prevent sound from getting lost in the fly loft.

FEATURES

• Available finishes include: low-pressure laminate, paint, high-pressure laminate, and high-quality wood veneer
• Many standard designs to meet your aesthetic and acoustic requirements
• Handcrafted composite panel construction
• Integrated lighting options available
• Structurally-welded, steel tube frame construction
• Lower wing sections open creating access doors
• Built-in leveling pads
• Counter-weighted base for superior stability
• Towers nest compactly when not in use
• Towers are positioned using wheeled mover

Ferguson Center for the Arts, Christopher Newport University, Newport, Virginia
Watertown-Mayer High School, Watertown, Minnesota
Virtuoso™
Acoustical Shell
Create dynamic and clear acoustics on stage with virtual technology to bring out the best in your performers.
Wenger has the complete solution.

Don’t underestimate the importance of musicians and singers being able to clearly hear each other during a performance. Sound on a typical stage, without the benefit of a traditional shell, is easily lost backstage and in the fly loft. When performers can’t hear each other, they don’t play together and the performance suffers.

Wenger has partnered with HARMAN and Lexicon to incorporate the most advanced digital technology into the Virtuoso™ Acoustical Shell. Virtuoso uses microphones and speakers, along with powerful digital processors to create a virtual acoustical environment that dramatically improves what your musicians and singers hear. The result – an amazing acoustical space for your performers.

Virtuoso’s compact technology and components make it an ideal solution for stages where space constraints prohibit the use of a traditional shell structure.

FEATURES
• High-tech components, including professional-quality microphones and speakers strategically located within your stage area
• The system is customized to your performance space’s size, architectural characteristics and performance needs
• A powerful digital processing system
• A small footprint that doesn’t compete for your limited space
• Instant “on” and “off” capability, saving you setup time and labor associated with moving physical acoustical shells onto and off of your stage
• Doesn’t require the space backstage and in the fly loft that a typical shell requires
• Installation by Wenger is fast and non-intrusive
• Ceiling speaker installation options:
  • Fly system - speakers and microphones are integrated into the existing line sets
  • Dead hung - speakers are hung on battens
• Lateral (side) speaker installation options:
  • Fly system- speakers and microphones are integrated into the existing line sets
  • Wall-mounted speakers
  • Movable speaker stands